We probed the mechanism of this cone pathway defect and found that it was due to a failure of postnatal Rod-specific photoreceptor dystrophies are complimaturation of cone circuitry in the Tg swine. Rod-specated by the delayed death of genetically normal cific degeneration can thus have secondary effects not neighboring cones. In transgenic (Tg) swine with a only at the level of cone photoreceptors but also on rod-specific (rhodopsin) gene mutation, cone photorecone pathways; the effects seem to have different time ceptor physiology was normal for months but later courses and mechanisms. A wider implication of the declined, consistent with delayed cone cell death. Surobservation is that rod input to cone circuits during prisingly, cone postreceptoral function was markedly postnatal development, such as would be lacking in abnormal when cone photoreceptor physiology was still early onset rod dystrophies, may be required for precise, normal peak (implicit time) decreased with increasing stimulus
energy. In a 4-week-old Tg, the threshold was elevated but with increasing energy, the responses became more positive and OPs more prominent. Increasing backby about two log units, and the b-wave was smaller and faster than in the normal. The response of an 80-weekground intensity (by one log unit) led to decreased numbers of OPs in normal and Tg swine, but differences in old Tg was similar to that of the younger Tg, but amplitude was smaller. These small Tg b-waves were cone the appearance of Tg and normal waveforms remained (data not shown). mediated, as shown by the unequal responses to rodmatched stimuli and the equal responses to coneTo understand the unusual Tg cone ERG waveform, we dissected it into component parts and compared matched stimuli (Figure 1e ). Higher energy stimuli also did not reveal any detectable rod b-wave component these with normal using averaged data from 16-weekold animals ( Figure 2e) OPs had a shorter duration, suggesting an earlier "shutages but later declined in amplitude (Figures 2a and 2b) .
off" compared with Tg OPs. At 47 weeks, when Tg rod photoresponse maximum amplitudes were ‫%5ف‬ of the normal mean, cone photoresponses were not statistically different from normal.
Simplifying the Complex Cone Pathway Abnormality
We further dissected the Tg cone ERG waveform into At 80 weeks, when Tg rod photoresponses were not detectable, there were significant differences between components due to light onset and offset using long duration stimuli (Sieving et al., 1994 portionate inner retinal abnormalities in RP patients with Postnatal development of precise M-cone circuitry in different molecular causes at different disease stages the swine retina may be an activity-dependent neural and in animal models. It will be useful to determine the wiring process (Shatz, 1996) electrical activity of human rod photoreceptors using electroretinography. Vis. Neurosci. 5, 379-387.
